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1. Current address of identity verification 
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2 Factor authentication 

 

 

 

 

 

It is an authentication technique in which other elements, such as 
possession-based authentication and biometric authentication, 
are added to login-ID/password authentication, which is 
"knowledge-based authentication", and a form in which a service 
channel and an authentication channel are combined into one. 

-Diverse and wide range of applications, simple management and 
reduced operating costs. 

-Since it does not use a communication network, it is not affected by 
security areas or communication failures, so the service is guaranteed. 

-The module authentication method does not require synchronization of 
user information and guarantees service by not using communication and 
authentication servers. 

-Guaranteed authentication speed by load balancing in case of 
congestion.  

Secondary authentication means a separate additional authentication (ownership-based/attribute-
based/behavior-based/location-based authentication) procedure in addition to the login-ID and 
password (knowledge-based authentication) to strengthen the security of information assets. 
Secondary authentication is divided into 2 factor authentication and 2 channel authentication. 

2 Channel authentication 

 

 

 

 

 

It is common to see it as including 2 factor authentication, 
and it is a form in which the communication network that 
performs authentication and service is physically separated 
into a service channel and an authentication channel. 

-Complex implementation, limited application, complex 
management and increased operating costs. 

-Because the communication network is used, the service is 
interrupted due to the security area or communication failure. 

-Synchronization of user information is required in the 
authentication server method, service interruption in case of 
authentication server failure, and reduction in authentication 
speed in case of congestion of authentication.  

-Abuse in cybercrime with bypass technology and fatigue attack 
(Samsung Electronics, Microsoft, Uber, Reddit, etc.) 

※ Multi-factor authentication (MFA) uses at least two authentication factors to verify identity, and secondary authentication is a type of MFA. 

2. What is Secondary Authentication? 
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Secondary authentication is a hard-type 1st authentication (1st generation authentication) that 
requires a separate authentication server and a software method (jar, so, dll, etc.). It is divided 
into 2nd authentication (2nd generation authentication) of module call. 

1st Authentication Key(Hard Authentication Key) 

 Authentication server method (SHA-I), integrated 
authentication, and the weakest authentication 
method 

 Token, card-oriented (authentication key generator) 

 Issuing and managing individual HMac Keys 

 Static HMac Key Method 

 Batch authentication key generation cycle (30, 60 
Sec) applied 

 Non-permanent use / additional cost 

 2nd authentication(additional authentication) 

 Expensive, limited application, complex 
management and increased operating costs 

 Require user information synchronization 

 Decreased authentication speed in case of 
congestion 

 Service interruption in case of communication 
network and authentication server failure 
(vulnerable to failure) 

2nd Authentication Key(Soft Authentication Key) 

 Module authentication method (SHA-II), distributed 
authentication 

 Smartphone-oriented (authentication key generator) 

 Individual HMac Key is not issued and managed 

 Dynamic HMac Key Method 

 Application of individual authentication key 
generation cycle (3~60 Sec) 

 Permanent use / cost savings 

 2nd auth(additional auth), Biometric application 

 Low cost, diverse and wide application, simple 
management and reduced operating cost 

 User info synchronization not required 

 Guaranteed authentication speed by load balancing 
in case of congestion 

 Communication network and authentication server 
not used, failure does not occur (service guarantee) 

3. Classification and Characteristics of Secondary authentication 
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 Online banking accident 

 Information Asset Hacking 

 Information exposure / leakage 

 Impersonation 

 Illegal use / Intrusion / Passage 

 Illegal access / Use / Approval 

 Unauthorized access 

Use guessable passwords  
(anniversaries, phone numbers, etc.) 

One or two easy-to-remember ID/PW unification 

In case of leakage, it is difficult for the user  
to determine whether or not it has been leaked 

My computer is always exposed  
to viruses / hacking 

Inconvenient to use because of too many passwords 
(password/reset syndrome) 

 Password alone is never safe, and a one-time authentication key that can replace or additionally 
authenticate the password (secondary authentication) is required each time it is used. 

Reports of hacking damages related to information leakage of companies and individuals 
continue to occur as long as they are forgotten, and the damage is serious. More fundamentally, 
the awareness that it is necessary to respond by using additional authentication (secondary 
authentication) that is safe from hacking is spreading socially. 

4. Current address of login 
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Looking at the Electronic Financial Supervisory Regulations of the Financial Supervisory Service announced in December 2013, Article 
14, Paragraph 9 was newly established. 
 
"9. When logging in with an operating system account of the information processing system, a separate additional authentication 
procedure besides the account and password must be implemented." 
 
Looking at the detailed enforcement regulations of the Electronic Financial Supervisory Regulations of the Financial Supervisory 
Service related to telecommuting announced in November 2020, the amendment to Article 2-2 Paragraphs 1 and 2 (<Appendix 7> Network 
Separation Alternative Information Protection Control) 
 
Authentication for remote access applies two-factor authentication (e.g. ID/PW + OTP), blocking access when authentication fails over a 
certain number of times (e.g. 5 times) 
Although the authentication method is not specified, two authentication methods belonging to different methods among knowledge-
based, possession-based, and specific-based authentication methods are combined 
 
According to the password guidelines recently published by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), changing 
passwords periodically does not prevent online hacking breaches. Not only is periodic password change more likely to generate weak 
passwords, users end up writing dozens of passwords down because they can't remember them. Through the revision of the password 
guidelines, NIST removed the mandatory requirement to combine passwords with multiple characters, including special characters, and 
to change them at regular intervals. 
 
What Microsoft recommends to corporate security administrators (security standards) is that the PC operating system Windows 10 and 
Windows Server security standards strengthen passwords in a situation where the assertion that periodic password changes do not 
substantially help security is gaining strength. Deleted the provision that it must be periodically changed. 
 
KISA's periodic password change clause only causes user inconvenience, but has little positive effect on security. 
 
Google announced on its blog that it reduced account hacking by 50% through two-factor authentication, which Google automatically 
activated for its services last year (2021). 
 
Zero Trust grants different access rights to different systems, even for highly trusted employee accounts. It is a security model that 
verifies the opponent whenever an actual access is made, and is considered the best security measure to respond to increasingly 
intelligent cyber attacks. 
 

"trust nothing" = "trust no one" 

5. Regulations and media coverage 
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6. Necessity of introduction 

"Is there an alternative if the login-ID/password of the information asset is leaked?" 
 
1. To strengthen security, apply a two-step authentication system using OTP for user identification and 
authentication 
 
Application of secondary authentication (e.g. ID/PW + OTP), blocking access when authentication fails more 
than a certain number of times (e.g. 5 times) and authentication means are not specified. Two authentication 
means belonging to the method must be used in combination. 
 
2. Blocks illegal bypass/remote access by malicious code, a program created for malicious purposes 
 
After illegally acquiring information asset access information (Desktop to Application, Desktop to Desktop, 
Desktop to Server, Desktop to Database, Server to Server, etc.) Remote access should be blocked. 
 
3. Applied to reset user password due to loss, theft, or hacking 
 
Log in by yourself-Enter ID, specific item, and one-time authentication key to register and use a new 
password if correct. 
 
"If you do nothing, the middle goes" is an old saying, and it doesn't work in the cloud era. In the new era, a 
new protective device suits. Guarding the gate with a single password is an older method. Systems and 
infrastructure are constantly changing to new ones, and it's time for each to examine for themselves why 
they are holding onto the old ones. 
 
"For strengthening the security of information assets, password replacement or secondary authentication 
(additional authentication) is not an option, but a solution that must be applied!" 
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7. Matters to consider when introducing 

1. Is the concept of Zero Trust applied? 
 
2. Is it a separate authentication server method or a module authentication method? 
  
3. Integrated Authentication or Distributed Authentication? 
 
4. Is the key used when generating and verifying the authentication key static or dynamic? 
 
5. Can you limit the number of times within a limited time? 
 
6. Is it simple to apply and manage? 
 
7. Can you start with a simple (loose) configuration and evolve to a more complex (robust) security system? 
 
8. How much does the authentication speed decrease in case of congestion?  
 
9. Are you using the network? 
 
10. Can bypass the security system and block remote access? 
 
11. Are they affected by security areas or communication barriers? 
 
12. Can it defend against man-in-the-middle attacks, such as theft of login accounts or personal information, espionage, sabotage of 
communications, data alteration, etc.? 
 
13. Is it possible to defend against SIM-swapping attacks that occur when authentication codes are sent through mobile text 
messages? 
 
14. Is it a structure that can bypass authentication by applying a technology such as a reverse proxy? 
 
15. Can it defend against "MFA fatigue attacks", attacks that exhaust the adversary by constantly sending push notifications, causing 
them to accidentally hit the login authorization button? 
 
The bottom line is that "what kind of secondary authentication was introduced", such as technology and security, is the key, not 
"introduced secondary authentication". 
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1. Basic premise 

Is there a low-cost and high-efficiency solution that has strong security, is simple, does not require 
management, does not require any obstacles, can be easily applied and used by anyone, and does not 
require additional introduction of a separate server or DB when introducing a solution? 

Authentication key 
management 

Separate 
authentication 

server 

Why do you need this? 

Communication 

Ⅱ. BaroPAM 
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Ⅱ. BaroPAM 

▶Same algorithm 

 

▶ Same key 

 

▶Same Time(UTC) 

2. What is a OTA key? 

OTA (One-Time Authentication) is a zero-trust security model and is a module authentication method that 
does not require a separate authentication server. It is a security system that generates and uses an 
unpredictable authentication key that changes every generation cycle according to a one-way password-
based hash algorithm. As such, the idea itself is over 100 years old, and it is a proven technology. 

Generator(App/Card) IT assets(OS/App) 

Validation module 
(dll, jar, so)  

Precondition 

Create module 
(jar, so) 

OTA key 

▶512Bit standard hash function recognized  
   worldwide(HMac-SHA512/Internet security  
   standard IETF RFC 6238) 
▶High-security time synchronization method  
    recommended by the Financial Supervisory  
    Service 
▶PAM that does not require a separate  
    authentication server 
▶Guaranteed service with fast authentication  
    speed (average authentication time within  
    0.01 Sec) 
▶Applicable to all fields requiring secondary  
    authentication such as various IT assets  
▶Creation cycle by IT asset/account is given  
    individually 
▶Dynamic security, such as one-off/volatility  
    that changes every time or uses once and  
    throws away 
▶Strong security, simple, no management, no  
    obstacles, and easy to apply 
▶A low-cost, high-efficiency solution that  
    does not require additional introduction such  
    as a separate server or DB when introducing 
▶Provides free customizing and interlocking  
    development with various applications(API  
    interlocking with Java, C, C++, etc.) 

Features 

818 126 

Fingerprint card 
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Reinforcing information asset 
access security 

Ease of service Easy to apply 

 Simple application with a 
structure that installs modules in 
each Windows or server 
 

 Applicable during operation as it 
does not restart Windows or the 
server 
 

 No need to change settings of 
existing network equipment 

The BaroPAM solution is a zero trust security model. It is a pluggable authentication module 
(PAM) method that anyone can easily and directly apply to various operating systems and 
applications that require 2nd auth (additional auth) to strengthen the security of information 
assets. It is a 3-step authentication solution with biometrics optimized for security. 

Ⅱ. BaroPAM 

ID / Auth key / PW 

ID / Auth key / PW 

Module setup 

OTA key 

ID / PW 

ID / PW 

Auth server 
Assets Asset Assets 

OTA key OTA key 

ID / Auth key / PW 

 Reinforcing the security of information 
assets by limiting the illegal access of 
information assets by external hackers 
or internal users  
 

 2-Factor authentication is an 
authentication method that adds 
another element, "ownership-based 
authentication", to ID / PW 
authentication, which is the existing " 
knowledge-based authentication" 

 Easy authentication using the BaroPAM 
app without the need for a separate 
authentication key token/card for 
secondary authentication 
 

 Reducing management/operation costs 
with a structure that does not require a 
separate authentication server or a 
server that manages Windows/server 
access control 

3. What is BaroPAM? 
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4. What is 3-step authentication? 

The 3-step auth system of the BaroPAM solution is the optimal security measure to respond to increasingly intelligent 
cyber attacks. In addition to the existing knowledge-based auth (ID/Password) and possession-based auth (OTA key), 
attribute-based auth that authenticates through biometrics, which are unique characteristics of a person such as 
fingerprint or face, is added. It is an optimized method for strengthening the security of information assets. 

Ⅱ. BaroPAM 

1-step auth: Attribute-based auth 
(Biometrics: fingerprint, Facial recognition) 

2-step auth: Knowledge-based auth 
(ID/PW) 

3-step auth: possession-based auth 
(OTA key) 

Desktop 

Smartphone 

Smartphone 

818 126 

Fingerprint card 
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BaroBLE of BaroPAM solution provides automatic login of application, automatic login of Windows or open OS, and 
lock prevention/auto lock/auto unlock function of screen saver. For information security, terminal security and power 
saving functions are set, such as screen blocking for 5 minutes, screen saver for 10 minutes, and forced shutdown 
for 4 hours. Information security is strengthened and user inconvenience is minimized. 

5. What is BaroBLE? 

If you look at recent security incidents, most 
of them are caused by problems caused by 
violations of internal security regulations. 
 
Security problems may occur due to non-use 
of screen savers and passwords, violation or 
negligence of security regulations, infection 
with malicious codes, and use of remote 
desktops when leaving a personal terminal. 
 
Therefore, for information security of 
personal PCs, terminal security and power 
saving are implemented at the same time by 
setting the screen to block 5 minutes, screen 
saver for 10 minutes, and forced shutdown 
for 4 hours. 
 
Screensavers sometimes caused users to be 
unable to use their computers while they 
were seated. At this time, the screensaver 
was automatically activated, causing 
inconvenience to users. 

BaroPAM Screensaver Needed 

Bluetooth 
communication 

① If you click the English name of "One Time Auth key", the screen saver connected to BLE 
    (1:N) works. (The screen saver with BLE connection(1:N) works even if the smartphone  
    and the terminal are out of a certain distance) 
② If you click the generated authentication information "818 126" number, it displays the  
    same authentication key as canceling the BLE connection(1:N) screen saver and clicking 
    the "Reset" button.. 

Desktop 
(PC,Netebook,OpenSourceOS) User 

BLE 
Desktop 
Manager 

Baro
PAM 

OS 
(Windows/Open source OS) 

Screen 
Saver 

Application 

② 
① 

Screen saver 
lock 

PC/App Login 
Screen saver 

unlock 

Ⅱ. BaroPAM 
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The face recognition technology of Korea Recognition Industry Co., Ltd. is converted into a pluggable authentication module 
(PAM) that can be easily applied, and BaroBLE of BaroPAM solution is combined to automatically log in to desktops such as 
Windows / open OS and prevent locking / automatic locking / locking of screen savers. By automatically unlocking and 
automatically logging in applications, information security is strengthened and user inconvenience is minimized. 

1. Clone/Lease Resolution 
    -Personal bio information 
    -Characteristics of an individual's  
      face that cannot be duplicated 
 
2. No risk of loss 
    -No risk of loss with bio   
      information 
    -Freedom from theft 
 
3. Post-validation 
    -Store user's face as encrypted  
       data 
    - Possible post verification in the  
       event of a problem 
 
4. Convenient to use 
    -Non-contact auth technology 

Advantages of facial  
recognition 

6. Facial recognition 

Ⅱ. BaroPAM 

Face filming 
(Camera) 

Photo and face 
comparison (Original  

and characteristic 
information) 

Identification 
(Certification result) 

Desktop 
(PC, Notebook, OpenOS) 

OTA key 
(Generated internally) 

When identity is verified through facial recognition, internally pass the login information 
(ID/PW, OTA key) to the CP (Credential Provider) of Windows to proceed with the 
authentication process. 
1-Step Authentication: Attribute-based (Biometrics: Facial Recognition) 
2-Step Authentication: Knowledge Base (ID/Password) 
3-step authentication: Ownership-based (OTA key) 

Filming info Original info Confirm 
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The BaroPAM solution basically combines the PAM (Pluggable Authentication Modules) of the operating system and the 
multi-authentication solution of information assets to provide security by using ownership-based authentication 
elements such as one-time passwords in ID/Password authentication, which is the existing "knowledge-based 
authentication". The architecture and authentication process are as follows as a more strengthened module 
authentication method. 

* PAM: Pluggable Authentication Module 

BaroPAM Certification Process BaroPAM Architecture 

Ⅱ. BaroPAM 
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BaroPAM Certification Process BaroPAM Architecture 

The BaroPAM solution basically combines the CP (Credential Provider) of the operating system and the multi-
authentication solution of information assets to provide security by using ownership-based authentication elements 
such as one-time passwords in ID/Password authentication, which is the existing "knowledge-based authentication". 
The architecture and authentication process are as follows as a more strengthened module authentication method. 

Ⅱ. BaroPAM 
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The BaroPAM solution is a modular authentication method with enhanced security by using 
ownership-based authentication factors such as one-time passwords in ID/Password 
authentication, which is the existing "knowledge-based authentication", and the architecture 
and authentication procedure are as follows. 

① Connect to the login screen, and  
    enter the login ID/password. 
② The disposable authentication key  
    is generated through a BaroPAM  
    app or a fingerprint authentication  
    authentication card. 
③ Enter the generated one-time  
    authentication key on the login  
    screen. 
④ Click the Login button. 
⑤ Verify the login-ID/password and  
    one-time authentication key in the  
    application internal module. 
⑥ If authentication is successful, the  
    next screen is displayed, and if it  
    fails, re-login processing is  
    performed. 

Application server User 

(Success/failure) 

Login-ID 

Auth key 

Login 

① 

② 

③ 

④ 

⑥ 

Request 
authentication 

Login-ID 
Password 

verification 

One-time 
auth key 

verification 

⑤ 

password ① 

Certification Process Flow 

Ⅱ. BaroPAM 
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The BaroPAM solution is a 3-step authentication solution with biometric authentication of a module 
authentication method that does not require a separate authentication server as a zero trust security model. It is 
a low-cost, high-efficiency solution that has strong security, is simple, requires no management, has no 
obstacles, can be easily applied and used by anyone, and does not require additional introduction such as a 
separate server or DB when introducing the solution. 

※ HMac (Hash-based Message Authentication Code) : 
In cryptography, HMac is a specific type of message authentication code (Mac) involving a cryptographic hash function and 
a secret cryptographic key. It may be used to simultaneously verify both the data integrity and the authentication of a 
message, as with any Mac. 

7. Solution Benefits 

▶2nd authentication supported by module authentication method  
   that does not require a separate authentication server 
▶Guaranteed service with fast authentication speed  
   (average authentication time within 0.01 seconds) 

▶Permanent use is possible with a soft authentication key different  
   from the hard authentication key 
▶Authentication is possible even in areas with frequent 
   communication failures or security 

▶BaroPAM app source obfuscation and screen capture protection  
   provided 
▶One-time authentication key and generation cycle for each  
   information asset / account 
▶ Emergency scratching code provided when smartphone is unavailable 

▶Using the globally accepted 512-bit standard Hash function 
  (HMac-SHA512 / Internet security standard IETF RFC 6238)  

▶Time-Sync, dynamic HMac Key method recommended by the  
   Financial Supervisory Service 
▶Dynamic security such as one-time/volatile that changes every  
   time or is used once and thrown away 

▶It can be used in all fields requiring secondary authentication,  
   such as information assets 
  (Among RADIUS authentication of information assets, PAM/SQL/ 
    HTTP authentication is also supported) 

▶Provides free customization and interworking development with  
   various applications (API interworking of Java, C, C++, etc.) 

▶Provides convenient convenience by using a smartphone, etc.  
   as a medium for generating authentication keys 
▶App Lock On/Off function is provided to prepare for the exposure 
   of authentication information when the smartphone is lost 
▶iOS provides the ability to self-authenticate 

▶Provide automatic logon using facial recognition function to Windows 

▶Provides automatic login function for Windows and applications 
▶Windows and open OS automatic login and screen saver lock  
   prevention / automatic lock / automatic release function provided 

▶Provides a function to set the number of times and time limit for  
   authentication (eg, 3 times in 30 seconds) 
▶Provides the ability to prevent man-in-the-middle attacks 
▶Provides ACL function for accounts that can be allowed/excluded  
   from 2nd authentication  

Ⅱ. BaroPAM 
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The BaroPAM solution consists of a device that generates OTP by a user, an information asset 
that applies OTP, a module that verifies OTP, and BaroBLE that communicates with the BaroPAM 
app via Bluetooth. 

User   
[ OTP Creator ] 

Hard Token 

OTP Card 

Finger-print Card 

Mobile App 

8. Solution configuration 

Information assets 

OTP 
Input 

Operating System 
(Windows, Linux/Unix) 

CP(Credential Provider) /  
PAM(Pluggable Authentication Module) 

(Windows, Linux/Unix) 

BaroPAM 
Verification 

module 
(dll, jar, so) 

BaroBLE 
(Agent) 

Application server 
(IIS, NodeJS, WAS) 

Application program 

Ⅱ. BaroPAM 
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9. Support environment 

No Division Description Etc 

1 OS 

Windows series 
Windows 7 or later 
2008 R2(NT 6.1) or later 

Linux series 
Open Linux support such as Radhat, CentOS, AlmaLinux, RockyLinux, 
Debian, Fedora, Mint, Ubutu, openSUSE, KaliLinux, and Open OS 
(HamoniKR OS, Gooroom OS, TmaxOS), etc 

Unix series AIX, HP-UX, Solaris, FreeBSD, MacOS, etc 

2 Language C, C++, C#, Java, etc 

3 Application 

ARM system Shard object provided (Authentication, Encryption/Decryption) 

IIS dll provided (Authentication, Encryption/Decryption) 

NodeJS jar provided (Authentication) 

WAS jar provided (Authentication, Encryption/Decryption) 

4 Database 

Encryption and 
decryption 

Oracle, Tibero, MySQL, MariaDB, PostgreSQL, etc. 

Authentication 
Database that supports Radius authentication such as Oracle, MySQL, 
MariaDB, PostgreSQL, etc. 

5 Network equipment Equipment supporting Open Linux and Radius authentication 

BaroPAM solution supports various development and operating environments such as OS, 
language, application, database, network equipment, and ARM system that require multi-
authentication that anyone can easily apply. 

Ⅱ. BaroPAM 
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Ⅱ. BaroPAM 

Information assets are devices for storing and viewing personal information. Despite strict blocking and control 
against external hacking or illegal viewing, negligence in ID and password management can cause serious security 
problems when information is leaked. Need to strengthen access control with authentication (secondary 
authentication) (zero trust security model: "trust nothing" = "trust nobody"). 

▶Commonly used biomatrix recognizers are misused as a medium to spread pathogens such as viruses 
▶The best way to secure access with a non-rechargeable fingerprint recognition access card using induction current 
▶Even if the fingerprint chip is introduced, it can be used as it is without replacing the existing reader, replacing only the ID card 
▶It is necessary to strengthen safety management and access control, such as restricting indiscriminate access to military facilities and  
   managing firearms and ammunition in units 
▶Need to strengthen access control with additional authentication (secondary authentication) for embedded systems applied to military  
   equipment 

Firearms Door Ammo box 

Military facilities and equipment Credit card 

Military equipment 
(Embedded system) 

10. Field of application 

WirelessAP 

Security area 
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A password alone is never secure when logging in to an information asset and requires a new 
application (additional authentication, password replacement, new password) that can be used 
to replace your password each time you use it. 

1 alternative(additional certification) 2 alternative(password replacement) 3 alternative(new password) 

Apply one-time authentication key 
with additional authentication 
(secondary authentication) in 

addition to login-ID and password 

Remove password and replace 
with one-time authentication key 

Combining password and one-time 
authentication key to create and 

apply a new OTP for each one-time 
authentication key generation cycle 

11. Application plan 

Ⅱ. BaroPAM 
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A vaccine solution that detects and removes malicious code, a program created for a malicious 
purpose, and the BaroPAM solution that blocks account theft, privilege elevation, and illegal 
bypass and remote access through multi-authentication of access control to information assets 
It can create a synergistic effect to strengthen security. 

IT asset security 
Malware 

Detection/Removal 

(Antivirus) 

blocks illegal 
remote access 

(BaroPAM) 

Windows 
NT Server 

Mac OS 

Linux / Unix 
Server 

Application 

Database 

Network, 
IoT Device 

Storage 

Desktop to Application 
Desktop to Desktop 
Desktop to Server 
Desktop to Database 
Server    to Server 

Ⅱ. BaroPAM 

12. Enhanced security 
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Application 

The authentication policy for all information assets of the BaroPAM solution is not a method of 
integrating and protecting against various attacks with a zero trust security model. It is a 
security measure that must be applied as a must, not an option, by preparing a way to protect 
each component one by one. As a result, information assets can be protected more safely. 

Server / Network Desktop/PC Database 

Fingerprint 
authentication card or 

Using the BaroPAM app 
Entered after receiving 

2nd generation 
authentication key 

(One-Time Password) 

Fingerprint 
authentication card or 

Using the BaroPAM app 
Entered after receiving 

2nd generation 
authentication key 

(One-Time Password) 

Fingerprint 
authentication card or 

Using the BaroPAM app 
Entered after receiving 

2nd generation 
authentication key 

(One-Time Password) 

Fingerprint 
authentication card or 

Using the BaroPAM app 
Entered after receiving 

2nd generation 
authentication key  

(One-Time Password) 

$ sqlplus baropam/baropam 
 

Verification code: 613045 
 
SQL*Plus: Release 11.2.0.1.0 Production on 
금 11월 30 09:38:50 2018 
 
Copyright (c) 1982, 2009, Oracle.  All 
rights reserved. 
 

SQL> exec twofactor.authenticate(691199); 
 
PL/SQL procedure successfully completed 
 

SQL> exec enable_role('APPOBJACCESS'); 
 
PL/SQL procedure successfully completed. 

Ⅲ. Authentication policy 
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BaroPAM 

BaroCRYPT 

BaroCARD 

BaroCollector 

BaroFDS 

BaroIDS 

2nd  authentication solution for the access control  
to all kinds of IT asset 

Encryption solution with XXTEA  
(Extended Extended Tiny Encryption Algorithm) 

One-Time Password Card combined with Finger-print 

On-line Log Collector 

FDS(Fraud Detection System) for banking system 

IDS(Intrusion Detection System) for IT asset 

Ⅳ. Etc 

1. BaroSolution Series 
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July 2017  
GS Certificate  

Grade 1 

June 2014 
Patent Number: 
No. 10-1413971 

July 2017  
TTA Test Report 

June 2022 
Interoperability 

test 

March 2019 
Copyright 

Registration 
certificate 

Ⅳ. Etc 

2. Software Quality Assurance(GS Certificate / Test Report /Patents) 
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Password you don't need to remember! 
BaroPAM will be with you. 

 
 

Thank You! 
 

www.nurit.co.kr 
mc529@nurit.co.kr 

http://www.nurit.co.kr/

